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Introduction: The aim of screening an asymptomatic population for cancer
is to achieve better health outcomes, particularly a population survival benefit.
Australia has three population screening programs: the National Cervical
Screening Program (NCSP), BreastScreen Australia and the National Bowel
Cancer Screening Program (NBCSP).

Key points
• The focus of Australia’s three population
screening programs should be to increase
the participation rate of eligible people to
maximise the reduction in mortality
• Those eligible for screening must
understand the potential adverse
consequences, such as overdiagnosis, and
balance them against the mortality benefit
• Genomic testing will allow customised
screening in the future

Methods: We reviewed the history and development of the three programs.
NCSP: Women have a Pap smear every 2 years from age 18–20, or 2 years
after first becoming sexually active, until age 69. Since introduction of the NCSP,
the cervical cancer incidence has halved, with an approximate 60% decrease
in mortality. The screening participation rate approximates 57%, but is lower for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women, women in remote areas, and women
with lower socio-economic status. The National HPV (human papillomavirus)
Vaccination Program, introduced in 2007, is expected to reduce the incidence of
cervical cancer by a further 70% and has already reduced the incidence of highgrade lesions in girls. In 2017, testing for HPV every 5 years starting at age 25 will
replace the Pap smear as the principal screening test.
BreastScreen Australia: This program targets women aged 50–74. Over
20 years, mortality from breast cancer has decreased by 32% in response to
screening and treatment advances. The participation rate is 56%. The major
adverse impact of breast screening is overdiagnosis, estimated in Australia to be
as low as 8% of detected cancers, but with estimates of up to 30% from some
research. Women should be made aware of both the potential benefits and
harms from screening. Genetic testing for BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutations in highrisk women leads to earlier screening.
NBCSP: The NBCSP uses immunochemical faecal occult blood test (iFOBT) kits
on stool samples to detect bleeding from the bowel. When rollout is complete in
2020, test kits will be sent every 2 years to people aged 50–74. People who test
positive are followed up with a colonoscopy. The participation rate is currently
37%. The positivity rate is 7%, and stage 1 bowel cancer presentations have
tripled since the program began.
Conclusions: Research needs to focus on reducing mortality through increased
screening participation and, in the future, obtaining guidance for customised
screening from genomic testing.
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specimens, and fewer repeat cytology and other tests,
particularly because HPV testing can be conducted on
the sample. Liquid cytology has a similar sensitivity to
conventional cytology. Its use in Australia was evaluated
in 2001 and 2009, but was rejected for public funding on
cost-effectiveness grounds, until finally gaining acceptance
in 2017. Before acceptance, it was available as an adjunct
test to those who could pay for it, and its uptake was
dependent on socio-economic status, remoteness and
screening history.12
The National HPV Vaccination Program, introduced in
2007, will make a significant impact on the incidence and
mortality of cervical cancer, which results from chronic HPV
infection. The vaccination program was initially introduced
in Australia for girls aged 12 years, with a catch-up program
for women aged up to 26. Between 2007 and 2009, 72%
of girls aged 14–15 received three doses of a quadrivalent
vaccine over 6 months.13 In 2013, the program was
extended to cover both boys and girls aged 12–13.
HPV types 16 and 18 are responsible for 70% of
cervical cancers.14 Ten years of reporting across the world
showed a reduction of 90% for HPV types 6, 11, 16 and
18; 85% for high-grade cervical abnormalities; and 45%
for low-grade abnormalities.15 Early data from the Victorian
Cervical Cytology Registry showed a decrease in highgrade cervical abnormalities in girls younger than 18 years
within 30 months of the introduction of the vaccine.
National monitoring is ongoing.16
Screening communication emphasises that cervical
screening is still necessary for vaccinated women, because
not all HPV types that can lead to cervical cancer are
covered by the vaccine. In future, vaccines will prevent
an even broader spectrum of HPV types, increasing the
percentage of cervical cancer that could be prevented.17
Because of the causal association of persisting
infection with a high-risk strain of HPV with development
of cervical cancer, testing for the presence of HPV DNA
identifies women at risk of developing high-grade lesions.
International randomised trials comparing HPV DNA
testing with cytology for primary screening have shown
HPV testing to be superior.18 A current trial is comparing
HPV tests every 5 years with Pap smears every 2.5 years,
covering both HPV-vaccinated and nonvaccinated
age ranges, to check these results in Australian
clinical settings.19
The increasing percentage of women being vaccinated
was one reason for changing the NCSP. Towards the end
of 2017, an HPV test will replace conventional cytology in
the NCSP. Women will be tested every 5 years starting at
25 years of age, with an exit test at age 70–74.20 For HPVpositive women, liquid-based cytology will be performed
on the sample. The challenge is to make the change to
the program while maintaining a high screening rate in
eligible women.

The aim of screening an asymptomatic population for
cancer is to improve health outcomes by detecting
conditions that are associated with elevated cancer risk, or
early-stage cancers where treatment will be more effective.
The test must be economically feasible, be acceptable
to the target population and have potential benefits that
outweight the risks. The effectiveness of screening is
ultimately determined by whether there is a population
survival benefit, which can be assessed using clinical and
population-based cancer registry and screening data.1
Australia has three population screening programs.
Following ad hoc cervical screening since the 1960s, the
National Cervical Screening Program (NCSP) started in
1991; mammographic screening for breast cancer was
introduced between 1991 and 1995; and the National
Bowel Cancer Screening Program (NBCSP) was introduced
in 2006, with a goal of being fully implemented by
July 2020.2-4
We report relative risks in this paper because they can
be generally applied across different population subgroups
and are therefore useful as summary estimates. When
considering the merits of screening specific populations, it
is worthwhile to convert to absolute risk.

Screening for cervical cancer
The NCSP offers a Papanicolaou (Pap) smear every
2 years to women aged 18–20, or 2 years after first
becoming sexually active, until age 69. It has been a
very effective program that has approximately halved the
incidence of cervical cancer in Australia from approximately
13 cases per 100 000 women in 1991 to 7 cases per
100 000 women in 2002, where it has now stabilised. The
death rate has dropped to 2 per 100 000.5,6
The participation rate in the screening program in
2014 was 57% of those in the target group, and the
3-year participation rate was 70%, which demonstrates
that women are being screened, but not with the
recommended frequency.2 However, other countries such
as the US recommend a 3-year interval between Pap
smears7 because there is little impact on survival from
more frequent screening.
The participation rate is not uniform across the
Australian population. Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
women have 2–4 times the incidence and mortality rates
of cervical cancer as other Australian women.8,9 They have
lower participation in screening, and a data-linkage study
in Queensland has shown higher prevalence of cervical
abnormalities in those who are screened.10,11
The cervical screening program has been, and will
be, affected by advances in the understanding of the
aetiology of cervical cancer and its relationship with human
papillomavirus (HPV) infection, and technological advances.
Liquid-based cytology has replaced conventional cytology
in several countries, including England, the US and
New Zealand. Its benefits include fewer unsatisfactory
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never have developed symptoms from their cancer and
yet would be exposed to the side-effects of the treatment.
An important response to overdiagnosis is to fully inform
women who are in the eligible age group that overdiagnosis
can be a result of screening, so that they can consider it
in their decision making alongside the potential mortality
benefits of screening. Of course, there is always the
dilemma of how population data translate to individual
cases. There are also other adverse effects to consider,
such as increased radiation exposure, although the risk
of harm is considered extremely low. And, as with any
screening and diagnostic test, adverse events can include
both false-negative and false-positive results.27
It is encouraging that a study of British and Australian
websites found that, in 2015–16, information about
overdiagnosis was more widely available than previously.35
However, an Australian study found that experts still present
information about screening according to their own views,
ranging from “be screened” and “be screened and here’s
why”, to “screening is available; please consider if it is right
for you”.36 Studies of the intention of women to be screened
show little impact of information about overdiagnosis on
their decisions.37,38
Younger women at high risk of cancer (e.g. BRCA1
carriers) can be screened with a magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) scan, which is otherwise not recommended
for population screening because it is more sensitive but
less specific, so results in more false positives. After the
Australian Medical Services Advisory Committee confirmed
the safety and efficacy of MRI with mammography for highrisk women, it was funded through Medicare in 2009 for
asymptomatic high-risk women under 50 years of age.39
Women with a strong family history of breast cancer,
or relatives of patients with known BRCA1 or BRCA2
mutations are tested for the presence of these mutations
to ascertain their lifetime risk of developing breast cancer.
An option for those who test positive is to have screening
scans more regularly. There are now panels of genes that
have been found to increase the diagnostic yield. With the
increasing feasibility of using whole-genome sequencing
across a population, the future of breast cancer screening
may well include initially identifying at-risk individuals from
their genetic profiles.40,41

The BreastScreen Australia program was introduced
between 1991 and 1995, targeting women aged 50–69
as the group most likely to benefit. It was extended to the
70–74-year-old age group in 2013. There was an initial
pronounced rise in the incidence of breast cancer because
of the detection of earlier lesions, but that stabilised
once the program was fully established, and any further
increases in incidence should be attributed to other causes.
Over the 20 years since implementation of the program,
breast cancer mortality has decreased at a population level
(all ages) by about 32%.21-23 Some of this would be due to
improvements in treatment, and some to early detection
from screening. Modelling of US data suggested that
half of the improvement in that country would be due to
screening.24
The national BreastScreen evaluation recorded
participation at 56%. From national and jurisdictional
evaluations, it estimated that 8 deaths would be prevented
for every 1000 women screened in the target group of
50–74-year-olds.25-29 The potential benefit varies depending
on the age range being screened. The original estimate
of a population-wide reduction of 21–28% in breast
cancer mortality from the national evaluation applied to
the 50–69-year-old group.29 In the 70–74-year-old group,
only about half of that benefit was indicated29, although
case–control studies in Australia and the Netherlands
suggest higher mortality reductions in women aged more
than 70 years.27,30 In Australia, all women aged 40–49 can
access the national program but are not actively invited, so
they need to initiate appointments themselves. The benefit
from screening appears to have been similar in screened
45–59-year-old women to that in 50–69-year-old women
in the national evaluation, but very small for 40–44-yearolds.29
The major issue around harms of breast screening
centres on overdiagnosis. Overdiagnosis refers to cancer
diagnosed by screening that would not have otherwise
been diagnosed during a person’s lifetime because it would
never have caused symptoms. It is not a misdiagnosis or
an error in diagnosis, and will occur to some extent with
every screening program, and independently of screening
in diagnostic environments.
Estimates of overdiagnosis vary widely in the
50–69-year-old group, from negligible to about 30% of
detected cancers.31-34 The higher estimates were not
because ductal carcinoma in situ (a type of noninvasive
breast cancer) was included, but because different
assumptions were made when estimating expected
incidence rates without screening, and sometimes
because lead-time effects in the screened population
were not included.31,32 One study from Australia estimated
overdiagnosis at between 23% and 30% of detected
cancers33, whereas another using a case–control design
estimated overdiagnosis at closer to 8%.34
The issue with overdiagnosis is that it would lead to
overtreatment – that is, treating someone who would

Screening for bowel cancer
The most recent of the population cancer screening
programs introduced into Australia is the NBCSP,
introduced in 2006. This followed three pilot studies that
demonstrated the efficacy of screening by distributing
immunochemical faecal occult blood test (iFOBT)
kits, which test stool samples to detect bleeding from
abnormalities in the bowel.42 People who test positive are
followed up with a colonoscopy. Effectively, if the iFOBT is
positive, the likelihood of a positive follow-up result is 12–
40 times greater than if screening were conducted using
the more sensitive colonoscopy as the primary screening
tool (assuming that this would be an economically
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women have previous experience with population screening
for breast and cervical cancer. The NBCSP is also the first
population screening test that is self-administered, but
does not sound like an attractive thing to do. However,
we believe that the prolonged time (14 years) between the
introduction of the initial tests in the first two age groups
and the planned completion date makes it very hard to
mount a public or indeed general practitioner education
campaign, particularly as the kits are arriving sporadically.
A new population screening test cannot be introduced
instantly. BreastScreen was introduced over 4 years, and,
with bowel cancer screening, the capacity for performing
the follow-up colonoscopies had to be developed.
However, in 2020 when bowel cancer screening kits will
arrive every 2 years, public education should be easier, and
a well-developed registry should help to address the issue
of patients who test positive on the iFOBT but then do not
present for follow-up.
The future of the program looks strong as a costeffective way of preventing deaths from colorectal cancer.
Future strategies already being investigated include
plasma DNA testing, but the performance of such tests
(particularly the poor sensitivity in stage I cancer) currently
makes DNA testing inappropriate to replace the iFOBT for
primary screening.53
Another major challenge for the future is an increase in
younger people presenting with bowel cancer. International
evidence indicates that there is an increasing incidence
of colorectal cancer in people under 50 years, but they
may have a similar survival to the older patient groups.54,55
This does not suggest a lowering in the age of population
screening, since only 2% or 8% of bowel cancer cases
have been reported to be in this range. It does, however,
indicate the need to identify younger people who are at
high risk and test them earlier.

or logistically feasible test for 5 million asymptomatic
people).43 Such tests will detect adenomas that are at
risk of becoming cancerous and can be removed to
prevent cancer, or early-stage cancers that are curable
with surgery.
The target population for the NBCSP is the 50–74-year
age range, and these people will receive bowel screening
kits every 2 years. The program started with one-off
screening at ages 55 and 65 years; 50 years was added in
2008, 60 years in 2013, and 70 and 74 years in 2015. More
age groups will be added annually until the program rollout
is completed in 2020.44-46
In 2013 and 2014, 37% of the 2.2 million people in
Australia invited to participate in screening returned their
completed screening kits. The rates of participation
were higher in women than men, and increased with age
between 50 and 60 years and older. Participation rates
were lower for people with lower socio-economic status
and those in remote or very remote areas. Participation in
2009 was disrupted between May and November because
of the discovery of faulty kits. In 2015, 5715 people had to
repeat the test because there had been more than 14 days’
delay in processing samples.43,47
The positivity rate of iFOBT screening is 7% (males 8%,
females 6%, 50–64-year age range 6%, 65–69-year age
range 9%). Of these, 73% had the positive result followed
up with a further diagnostic assessment (e.g. colonoscopy).
In a 2016 report, the actual detection rate from 2014 was
0.7% with biopsy-proven colorectal cancer, 2.4% with
suspected colorectal cancer, 14% with biopsy-proven
adenoma, and 23% who were waiting for a polyp biopsy
but were not suspected of having cancer. Importantly,
approximately 60% of people had no adenoma or cancer.48
It is a cost-effective program, with an estimated cost
of $23 395 per life year gained if full participation could
be achieved.49
An early analysis of patients with bowel cancer
presenting in Australia between 2006 and 2008 showed the
encouraging result that the number of people presenting
with stage I disease if they had been screened was triple
the number presenting with symptoms (40% vs 14%).50 A
conservative estimate of the lives to be saved by bowel
screening in Australia was 500 each year, even with a low
participation rate.51 The major adverse effect is the potential
for morbidity such as perforation or bleeding from the
follow-up colonoscopy, which is estimated to occur in 0.4%
of procedures, with mortality of 0.004% in Australia.52
The NBCSP highlights issues seen in other Australian
screening programs. Disadvantaged groups such as
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, those who live
in very remote areas and those from lower socio-economic
groups have higher positivity rates and yet lower rates of, or
more delayed, follow-up diagnostic assessment.48
The most striking aspect of the current bowel cancer
screening program is the low participation rate, despite the
proven potential to save lives with little risk from the initial
screening iFOBT. Reasons include bowel cancer screening
being the first population screening test that includes men;

Other cancers
There has been discussion about possible population
screening for other cancers. Prostate-specific antigen (PSA)
testing has been suggested as a candidate for population
screening; however, a 13-year follow-up of the European
Randomized Study of Screening for Prostate Cancer
showed that, for every 1000 men tested, 1.28 deaths were
prevented, and 27 cancers were diagnosed to prevent
1 death.56 Considerable overdiagnosis and overtreatment
can result from the PSA testing of asymptomatic men,
because the test is not specific enough for prostate cancer.
Guidelines released in 2014 by Cancer Council Australia
and the Prostate Cancer Foundation of Australia suggest
that men should be given the information to allow them to
make an informed choice about whether to test, rather than
suggesting population screening where the aim would be to
test every asymptomatic man in the target age group.57
In the US, screening of a targeted population of people
at high risk of lung cancer has been suggested. This is
not population screening, but adults aged 55–80 with a
smoking history of 30 pack-years who currently smoke or
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have quit within the past 15 years have been selected to
be screened with low-dose computed tomography.58 This
has resulted in a 20% reduction in mortality. However, there
is a very high false-positive rate (96%), which necessitates
further investigations. Overdiagnosis is a problem, and the
screening procedure is expensive.59 In 2015, the Australian
Government Standing Committee on Screening did not
support a lung cancer screening program.60
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Future
In future, the three established screening programs
should continue to demonstrate their impact on cancer
mortality. The focus of research should be on how to
increase informed participation of the general population
and of distinct groups, such as Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people, people in lower socio-economic groups
and people who live in very remote areas, who are not
deriving full benefit from the current programs.
We should continue to see refinements in the accuracy
of the screening tests, which will need to be integrated
into the programs. Genomic testing should provide greater
insight into identifying high-risk groups for screening in the
future.
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